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About This Game

Nineteen-year-old Yuu can’t stand his younger sister, Otoko, and the feeling is mutual. It’s been almost a year since Yuu saw her
last, having escaped his dreary home town to study in the bustling city, but with the advent of New Year’s he finds himself

obliged to return to his family to celebrate.

Unfortunately, Yuu’s absence has not softened his younger sister, and Otoko is just as sullen and surly as ever before.

Finding the atmosphere at home unbearable, Yuu decides to escape once more — not to the city this time, but to his
grandmother’s snowy, secluded village.

The reunion between grandson and grandmother starts normally at first… until one moonlit night, when the pair witness a star
streaking through the sky.
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The following morning, Yuu enters the kitchen, still half-asleep, to discover...

“Who are you? What are you doing in my grandmother’s house?”

...that his grandmother has transformed into a cute young girl!

What is the reason behind his grandmother’s drastic change? Will Yuu be able to restore her to her original self? And why is she
so adorable?!

Story by ebi-hime, author of Sweetest Monster, Blackberry Honey, and The Way We All Go

Around 50,000 words of text (approx 3-4 hours of reading)

Detailed background and character art

A custom OST

1080p display

A kinetic story with no choices or branches

A very cute grandmother!!!
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a winter's daydream

It's a multiplayer only game but nobody is playing. I do not recommend it at this time.. Fun space roguelike aimed at a niche
audience.. An absolutely incredible start to one of my favorite webseries. Frequently laugh-out-loud hilarious, but also
thoughtful with its characters, it will absolutely keep you invested.. This has the potential to be a fun game, but one thing makes
it horrible: You cannot skip dialogue. So you are forced to sit and listen to the same dialogue over and over. If the developers
added a way to skip hearing things you've already heard, this would be much more tolerable. But I can't stand playing it.. WE
STAN TWINCOP!! I've loved playing this game at demos, and now that it's out, I can't wait to play it at home with friends!!.
This has quickly become THE go-to party game and intro to VR at my house! The quirky style, sound effects, and low-key
cannibalism are a perfect combo. Great gameplay for total beginners but even our "experienced" group still can't even touch the
hard mode levels.

Reminds us of Overcooked but way sillier, also you will be craving cake afterwards.

Requires more communication than most couch co-op games, the baker\/VR player has to effectively communicate what they
need for every customer, and the minions need to divide up duties and stay aware enough to step in where needed.

A lot of my friends have sunk years into food service and the ability to throw octopi at customers is a great stress reliever!!

I haven't tried the career mode yet but I'm sure it's well done!. Excellent game, old but gold describes it brillitantly.
Have just installed it on Win10, the windows themselves asked me to install some addtional files and game runs smoothly
without any bugs\/glitches\/etc.. I still consider the original Diablo one of my favorite ARPGs of all time. I doubt this is a
controversial statement as it helped spawn an entire genre, but the slow pace, uneven threats, and gothic horror cemented it as a
game I could come back to again and again. I would never recommend anyone try it for the first time now though, at least not
without enormous disclaimers. It’s a game that hasn’t aged well not for anything it did wrong, but because the genre has moved
so far beyond it. Darkstone is another victim of this phenomenon, though honestly I’m not sure I would have had the patience
for it even at its release.

Draak is back, baby, and he’s brought a whole cult to ♥♥♥♥ things up for everyone. The merciless dragon has come to imperil
the kingdom and it’s up to you to stop him, apparently by finding seven macguffins that will do… something and let you fight
him. You’ll need to delve deep into the randomized dungeons just outside of town, battling skeletons and goblins and all of high
fantasy’s greatest hits while snatching loot to make yourself more formidable. There’s plenty of odd dungeon denizens to
encounter as well like the lonely ice golem or the walled-off mad wizard, and they might even provide a challenge that the
regular foes don’t.

There’s a lot of criticism to unpack here but at the heart of it is the simple fact that you’ve played this before. Maybe not with
exactly the same systems or combat but you’ve played a warrior or wizard descending into dungeons to kill spiders and bats and
get loot. The fact that this is a loose Diablo imitation doesn’t do much, especially since we’re decades past its main selling point
of being 3D Diablo. None of the enemies are unique or interesting, they all attack in exactly the way you’re imagining, and what
few differentiating elements they have are more annoyances than anything. This is the kind of game where poison never goes
away until you take an antidote, for example.

An hour into the game got me to level 7 and a slightly better club than the sword I was using. The items are just as uninteresting
as the enemies, and the few enchanted pieces I found were extremely simple stat boosts. I don’t know how long it takes to start
finding stuff worth using, but in this day and age it’s too long for me. Other design annoyances abound like the stiff camera that
likes to take low angles blocked by walls, and the janky movement that feels stuck to an invisible, misaligned grid. In addition to
managing health and mana you need to eat to stay alive, which would be little more than an annoying gold sink if you didn’t find
bushels of apples and cherries in the dungeons. You’ll be deluged with boring loot that will barely fit into your tiny inventory,
prompting plenty of trips back to town to unload if you have the portal scrolls for it.

I know I’ve been relentless against this game but I don’t really think it’s bad, it’s just a game out of time. Back at release it would
have held up much better as a simpler, 3D Diablo clone but at this point the genre has built upon every single aspect of its
design. It does exactly one thing that’s semi-unique, which is letting you run two characters at a time and granting them both
experience based on how much damage they do. It’s not a perfect system but I sure would love more ARPGs to let me level two
characters at once. Maybe some future game will pick up on it so we can finally lay Darkstone to rest in the halls of gaming
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history, because it makes a much better historical reference than game.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. A fun concept, but cheapened by the endless parade of bugs. The circuits
occasionally drop pulses. the walls don’t always trigger sensors, the game has a memory, and I couldn't even begin to list all the
physics issues. All in all, I wouldn’t recommend this game unless you really like logic games, and even then not at full price..
Poor platforming, poor conveyance and arbitrary kill mechanics make STANDBY a game you should leave on standby.
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This game is decent in the fact that it has good graphics and is covered in scrolls containing motivational quatrains, but the
whole thing is robotic and has no controller support. All the achievements require you to pick things up which is impossible due
to the lack of controler support and due to how badly the game is designed, the movement is sickening within the first few
minutes. I would not recommend you purchase this game as it is not worth the 79 pence I spent on it!. Good game but needs
more levels. Best WW II grand strategy.. Runers has high hopes, and a fantastic spell crafting system, but is held back in just a
few too many ways.

The game is full of strange design decisions. For example rune combiners are needed only for new spells. This means that early
on in your play of Runers you will find yourself unable to create many complex spells, and once you have died a few times and
unlocked a lot of spells, you find yourself with combiners falling out of your pockets. My question is why? Surely the game
would play better if combiners were always required but were more common? Then you'd have to be careful about which
complex spells you created, and would make each run more varied.

Then there's the fact that drops are completely random. I can kill an air mage and get an earth rune! There's no rhyme nor
reason for anything, and as such each run tends to blur together.

Sound levels are also just strange. Some enemies are much much louder than others. Some barely audible, others annoyingly
loud. And this happens on every single 'I got hit', not just for special attacks or anything. Oh, also, your character doesn't have a
'I got hit' noise. That's rather important, and yet entirely missing. The music is really quiet. Again, this is odd because they sell a
soundtrack edition, so clearly they're proud of it.

You can rebind keys*. You will want to do this, since hitting 1-4 while using wsad to move is rather lethal. *Caveat: However,
you can't rebind the left and right click spells. Which is odd, because they end up being the spells you click the least often, since
they have an autofire option.

The whole pace of the game is bloody fast. It's a test more of reaction speed than skill, most of the time. The main thing is
movement speed. You move fast, your enemies move fast. So fast, in fact, that it's hard to control. The game suggests that you
can use destructible objects as cover, but I genuinely had a hard time stopping behind them with any sense of consistency. It's
that fast. I don't think this is a good thing, not at all.

There can be a lot going on in fights, and you just don't have the time to comprehend it. After level three there's a miniboss,
called the bombadier. He throws bombs. Makes sense, right? Except that he also throws fans of knives. And he also summons
randomly spawning rocks throughout the room. And also there's at least four different types of bombs he spawns. Also he can
run very fast, and spends most of his time off-screen while you're frantically trying to figure out if this bomb explodes in a + or
an X, so you can't even throw incidental damage at him while dodging. And this is just a miniboss!

Enemies can spawn in huge clusters right near the doors, giving you no time to react. If you get mobbed you're kind of in a spot.
Unless you have a knockback spell equipped then you have to physics your way out of them. It's nice that you can push enemies
around, but the game is so quick that often it's all you have time to do.

When you level up, the game waits to tell you until after the fight. This is pretty great. It automatically pops up the box that gives
you the choice of perk and you don't have to worry about getting mobbed the moment you click one. However, the game also doesn't
let you click anything until it finishes playing the 'you levelled up' ditty. It just... stops for a moment.

The spells. My goodness, the spells are so good. You can make one-, two- or three-element spells, with repeats allowed. The game
tells me that's a total of 285 spells, and I believe it. You start off knowing all of the one-element spells, and I have crafted all of the
two-element ones and a half-dozen of the threes, and they're very well varied. There's direct damage spells, aoe spells, buffs,
debuffs, you name it.

This is where the wonderful variety of statistics comes into play. You have damage and bullet speed and bullet duration and size
and dot damage and knockback to name just a few that appear on spells, and then characters have movespeed and health and
armour and elemental skill and crit chance and density and so many others that there is just a whole heap of room for spells to be
different in! It's great!
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The game makes you feel like a pretty badass wizard, and I have to commend it for that. It's really fantastic in that respect. It's one
of the best games I've ever played like that.

Level design is good and varied. Each arena is different enough to feel interesting, and the enemies with zones of effect are just the
right size to have an impact and let you play around.

Enemy AI seems pretty smart. If you go invulnerable then they run away from you. They can try to dodge bullets, especially elites.

Bosses are hugely varied, but, again, perhaps a little too busy. There is an awful lot going on in any boss fight, and it gets very hard
to follow very quickly. This was my experience in the first boss I encountered: "Oh, so he's immune to damage? Okay, I'll wait it
out. It's not ending. Oh, so I can stand on his head to hurt him. King of the hill, no problem. Okay, so those are knockback attacks
bouncing around. Makes sense, this is the storm boss. Okay, so bouncing off the walls deals damage? or is it those red areas? Okay,
so dodging is hard when his face covers the spells, but almost down to the last quarter and- oh. Dead. So he shoots lightning at the
end, centred on his head, where I had to have been standing to damage him up until this point. Well that's good to know if I ever
have to fight him again. Back to floor one again." And this hasn't been an isolated incident, this has happened with just about every
boss. There's just no way of knowing what the attacks are going to do, or what hurts or where to stand. There's no telegraphing.

I encountered a fair number of bugs, but the devs seem to be working on most of them. It's a small team, so this is entirely
understandable and I don't hold it against them.

And now for the nail in the coffin. My final comment: The art is... There's no two ways about this: it's really bad.

There is a grand total of one, yes: one, casting animation. In a game about casting spells. A firepit is a reddish smudge, a mudslide
is a brownish smudge, ice is, you guessed it, a bluish smudge. An air elemental, a creature, is a whitish smudge Every other creature
in the game is done in pixel art, but not the air elementals. This is probably my biggest gripe with the game. I think that hiring a
professional artist could double, perhaps even triple the quality of the game.

Now you could argue that it's going for a "retro pixel style", but that doesn't stop it from being a terrible example of such. The only
animations that you ever see are: walking in the four cardinal directions, walking while shooting in four cardinal directions. And
notice that that's the direction you're shooting. The animation's the same no matter which way you're going if you're shooting, say,
to the right. That's it, that's all there is. And it's not even a particularly good walk animation, just leg up, leg down. Standing still is
even just a still frame from the walk animation, as far as I can tell.

So, the verdict. Is it worth your money? Not at the moment. Perhaps after a few patches, and preferably a makeover, then I could
recommend it, but not as it currently stands.

I will edit this review if anything changes.. Devs have been on 'vacation' for a looooong time now...
Will adjust review when (if) they get back.

Game is ok, but no updates are being released.
Stay away from this for now.
. I'll be honest, I'm sometimes a sucker for cute things. On sale Where is my Heart? seemed like a fantastic purchase. It has a very
pleasant and charming atmosphere with an adorable cast of characters. Unfortunately, after nearly an hour the game exhausts all
of its charm and is left witha very simple gameplay mechanic that, when used in increasingly difficult puzzles with no new
mechanics, makes the game increasingly bland and frustrating.

However, it's adorable atmosphere and charm made the game worthwhile to me. I didn't enjoy it after some time but if you like cute
things and simple puzzle games then your mileage may very. Thy sword is a game that is perfection in a confined space. Retro to
the bone and great fun to play. Highly recommended

 Fun and compelling gameplay
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 Satisfying action\/combat

 Well designed pixel art visuals

 Awesome music

 Rogue lite elements

 Random and unexpected events

Unlockable playable characters
Thy Sword was covered by myself and my friend ToborPrime in our Game development\/industry podcast - 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B-se22geVuk&t. I loved this game its like a mix between the original zelda and
the binding of isaac, i also loved the artwork it looks like it was painted in oil paint it adds a nice touch to the grim, gory
and a little satanic feel of the game.
I recommend this game to anyone that liked zelda 1 and binding of isaac or anyone thats looking for a game with great
artwork or with a funny and sadistic humor and i suggest you pass the game at least once in normal difficulty you dont
need to get every single colletible to be able to beat the game.Have fun playing!!

Update 1.0.1:
Update 1.0.1 is now available.

Improvements:

- Improved Upgrade Damage Options
- Kick Players button is now available

. Particula Thanks for voting for us!:
Thanks for voting for us!

You guys are awesome! 
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